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In this book, Transworld SURFâ€™s expert editors and photographers visit the 100 best surf spots

on Earth to bring you insider information on beaches everywhere from Australia and California to

emerging destinations in West Africa, Japan, Norway and beyond. Packed with amazing photos, pro

tips, and travel details, this is the book you need--whether youâ€™re planning a lifetime of trips, or

the trip of a lifetime.Every surfer dreams of catching the perfect wave--of that magical day when the

beach, the water, and the weather come together to make for an unforgettable ride. The editors of

TransWorld SURF magazine have been there and surfed that, with some of the worldâ€™s top pros.

This book collects amazing photos of the 100 top spots to surf around the world, along with

hands-on tips on how to go there yourself. From the classics you know and love (Mexico, Fiji,

Thailand) to those inside secret spots (Iceland, Lakshadweep, Wales) this is where youâ€™ll find

the best surf the planet has to offer. Whether youâ€™re a globetrotting barrelhunter chasing the

perfect wave, or a weekend wave-rider dreaming on the perfect vacation, let SURF: 100 Greatest

Waves take you there.  Highlights include: -Norway -Samoa -South Japan -Ireland -Madagascar

-Senegal -Bali
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This is a beautiful coffee table book, but mislabeled as "100 Greatest Waves" Tofino in Canada,

Nova Scotia, New England, Long Island, The Great Lakes, Taiwan? The list goes on and on of

waves that would not make anyone's list of 100 greatest waves. It should have been named Waves

Around the World. Pretty book.



This was a Christmas gift for my surfer family in California. They LOVED the book, its information,

and what they call its inspiration for their future surf travels. I'm very happy to have thought of this

purchase, and also give kudos to the seller for getting the gift to CA in time for Christmas!

There is no better collection of epic surf photos than this book. TransWorld SURF was and always

will be the best surf photo magazine, and this book takes a look at some of the greatest photos they

ever published. This is a piece of surfing history and must own for every surfer. It is definitely one of

the rare books that will make you want to go for a surf and get your own waves.

Beautiful wave photography and informative surfer travel infomation. Gave as gifts to surfer family

members and it was a hit. Ours sits on the coffee table for all to see and read. Surfers everywhere

will benefit from this well designed, beautifully photographed and informative book! A surfer's

"Dream Building Guide" to world wide destinations! Highly recommend.

From the moment I felt the weight of the book, I knew I had a real treasure in my hands. SURF 100

Greatest Waves is a beautiful and substantial book anyone would be proud to showcase in their

home or office. I may be biased as a person obsessed with all things ocean and surfing, but I think

this book would be a visual treat for anyone curious about geography, coastlines, surf culture, and

the pure beauty and diversity of the ocean. Excellent job Casey Koteen and the Transworld SURF

editors! The pages are high quality and full of mesmerizing images. The text is well written and

provides just enough to wet the appetite to learn more. I love the practical tips at the end about

when to go to each region and getting there, the mood, what to bring, etc. An arm chair traveler's

delight and this book has me re-thinking my travel bucket list to include lesser known areas like

Northern Peru for endless lefts or BVI for a sail/ surf/ kite combo.Great holiday gift for anyone on

your list.

I bought this for my boyfriend as one as his Christmas gifts (he surfs most days of the week) it's an

awesome coffee table book that is filled with beautiful vibrant photos that extend to the very edges

of each page and lists the greatest waves with info about the waves and when to go.

The boys at TransWorld SURF have done it again! The surf photography and layout of this

masterpiece will inspire even the saltiest of surf dogs. Seriously if you SURF or have a surfer in you



life this book is the ultimate present. Give the gift that keep on giving - TWSURF 100 Greatest

Waves.

The perfect format to appreciate surfing's best photography and legendary waves. Great for actually

picking and planning your next surf trip... or just daydreaming about it.
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